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Chapter 2311
“Come on, fight.”

Under countless great axe attacks, George suddenly pulled up and jumped up, holding
the axe and smashing Huashan with strength, and swooping down!

Ao Shicong could only deal with it with his sword in both hands in a hurry!

“Ping!”

“Bang!”

Axe and sword rained, the fire was blazing, and the divine light flashed. With an
explosion, another stunned scene happened…

Under the fierce attack of the giant axe, the body of the true god Ao Shane directly sank
several meters. After the explosion in his hand, there was another crisp sound. Looking
back, what was in his hand The golden sword is already broken into two pieces.

“Hiss!”

All the 10,000 people below couldn’t help but take a breath: “Meng.”

Ao Shane’s figure reluctantly stabilized, and the entire embarrassed face was filled with
incomprehension and anger, and he looked up:” Breaking my deep-sea mad dragon,
and attacking me so fiercely with an axe, George, you b@stard. You annoyed me. “

As a true god, how can Ao Shane be able to bear such an offense.

When he flipped his hand, a golden halberd suddenly appeared in his hand.

This halberd is about two meters long. The golden streamer of the halberd body is
continuous, and the halberd body is surrounded by various runes. If you look closely, its
pattern looks like water like waves, and it looks more like streams of water when
connected.

The halberd came out. Suddenly, there was an extremely powerful mighty force, and the
surrounding time and space was slightly distorted by its appearance.

“The god of water is in hand, the long halberd Anjiang!” With a

shout of anger, Ao Shane moved his hand and waved the halberd. He only heard the
sound of the water in the world against the Buddha. When the wave was waving, it was



a monstrous flood, and when the gun was closed, it was riding the wind and the waves.
Back, the tip of the halberd released thousands of feet of water, like a giant dragon,
hitting George directly.

“Damn, water god halberd!”

When someone recognized this weapon, they felt extremely excited, and their scalp was
extremely numb.

“That kid actually forced Elder Ao to use the King of Sailors Water God’s Halberd. I am
really shocked by his ability to do so, and I am worried about what he will encounter
next.” Wang Shuzhi frowned. Can not help sighing.

It is said that the water god halberd is the martial arts of the water god. It possesses an
extremely powerful and vigorous water power in the sky.

Although it is not an innate treasure of ancient times, it is considered a treasure because
it monopolizes a certain area.

In some applications alone, it can even be compared to innate treasures.

“Roar!” In the

sky, the water dragon suddenly rushed towards George.

“Just now, your deep-sea mad dragon can’t resist me, just a water dragon? What’s the
matter?” George drew coldly, turning the Pangu axe in his hand, and smashed it at the
water dragon’s head.

However, the water dragon seems to be endless. When this axe goes down, although
the dragon head is seen through and it reaches the dragon body, the dragon body never
stops.

Swipe it!

The huge dragon body passed by George from both sides…

“Huh.” A smile appeared at the corner of George’s mouth. Is the so-called water god
halberd just so? !

“Arrogant child!” Ao Shane smiled coldly, and the water god halberd in his hand
suddenly pointed at George, and the water dragon suddenly increased several times.

And George, although the giant axe was still in front of him, but at this time he felt that
something was wrong.

Although he can indeed withstand this huge water dragon. But the water dragon is
endless. As time goes by, the axe’s body trembles slightly because of the resistance,



and the arm is already a little tingling. Not to mention how hard it took for the whole
person to push the Pangu axe forward, and how much force the water swallowed back.

But at this time, it was clearly too late to reflect. With the movement of the water god’s
halberd, the water dragon grew infinitely. Even though the middle was still blocked by
George Pangu’s axe, the huge water around him had changed from both sides to Han
Han. Three thousand completely wrapped.

For a while, the water dragon that was cut off by George was now more like a stone
blocking the flow of the Yangtze River. But the Yangtze River is still the Yangtze River
after all, and the stone blocking the water is just a stubborn resistance.

“What are you doing? George. If you can’t bear it, just call it out.” Ao Shane gave a cold
voice, followed by a ferocious face: “You dare to make me feel embarrassed, I want you
to die!”

“Roar Come on, Giant Wave! “

Roar! !

The water dragon seemed to roar loudly. The unison became even bigger.

In the midair, it was a vast ocean in just a moment, but George held a Pangu axe, but
there was only a light spot as small as a fingernail.

It’s not that George has become smaller, but that the dragon has become too big.

“In just a moment, the mid-air is already

overwhelming like a sea. This water god halberd is indeed domineering.” “Hehe. Just a
little bit, you can submerge a city. You are a water god halberd because you have a
name?”

“Can you use a certain area? It’s powerful and comparable to Innate Treasures.
Naturally, it should be an absolutely suppressed existence in a certain field. There are
many water-like magical instruments. How can it be impossible to stand alone?”

Everyone sighed at the power of the water god’s halberd. Some people are even more
hot and excited in their eyes.

Such a magic weapon, if possessed, is not to say that the world is invincible, but it is not
a problem to stand alone.

“Do you think this will make me surrender? What are you?” George drank coldly,
although he was surrounded by Wanshui.



There were many difficulties, and a lot of water continued to invade his back and
surroundings in the way of flowing back, and even submerged half of himself before a
while, but George’s beliefs were still tyrannical.

“Skyfire Moon Wheel!”

Roar loudly. One red and one purple suddenly jumped across the clouds and into the
bottom of the water, and flew in front of George.

Even after the baptism of ten thousand waters, the sky fire still jumped incomparably,
and Zidian was full of vitality, and it seemed that it was completely unaffected by it.

“Give it to me!”

roared, the jade sword rose up suddenly without wind, the sky fire moon wheel turned
into a long bow, suddenly shot the jade arrow, and then caught up with the jade sword,
one fire and one purple were deposited on both sides of the sword, and suddenly moved
towards Ao Shane at the end of the water rushed away.

“Swipe!” A

sword entered the water, and then disappeared into the water. When it was about to
enter Ao Shane, it suddenly jumped out, but Ao Shane just smiled slightly and stretched
out his hand slightly. He easily grasped George’s jade sword, and the sky fire moon
wheel suddenly disappeared.

“What?!” George was taken aback.

The water is like Tai Chi, even though the jade sword entrained in the moon wheel of the
sky fire is extremely fierce, but after being constantly restrained by softness. The power
is no longer there!

“Small bugs, kid, what else do you have, before you die. All come to your grandpa Ao, I
don’t care about your grandpa. Because I like to see your dying and struggling dog look
very much.” Ao Shane disdainfully smiles. Dao, with a shot in his hand, Jade Sword
plunged into the water and attacked in the direction of Han

George…Puff…

Chapter 2312
It was

only an instant, the jade sword suddenly passed through George’s right arm, pulled a
deep blood mark, and sank into the huge wave behind George.

On the contrary, following the trend, Yujian’s offensive will naturally become more fierce.



George didn’t even shout in pain. He took a sword and gritted his teeth: “Then your old
body bones are firm, I’m afraid to break your bones.”

“Beiming’s four soul formations! One transformation, two transformations, four, open!”

George The golden light of the body flashed suddenly, and then it transformed into two
and transformed into four.

The four figures stand in the water, but the mighty past is not there. All were trapped in
the current.

“The water of the Wanjiang River will also be afraid of you four ants? Don’t say four,
what about eight?” Ao Shane laughed coldly.

“Water is yin, and George’s actions are obviously meaningless.” Lu Wushen murmured
and shook his head, as if you were struggling in the water. No matter how hard you use,
the water is always scattered and gathered, and it’s just a waste of effort in the end.

If Shanhe Shejitu shot, naturally he was not afraid of the power of the water god halberd,
but how could Lu Wushen help George?

His mind is exactly the same as Ao Shane’s back then. It is only hope that he has
become demon. The irrational George can play his final use value before death and help
himself consume his competitors.

For example, as far as Lu Wushen was concerned, the four clones did not change
George’s situation at all, but the clones consumed a lot of George’s energy. The
surrounding water had gradually enveloped George from the back.

Before that, George used countless moves, or he used almost all of his skills without
any reservations.

It’s just that it’s just the last dying struggle.

As the last water flooded George, the huge waves in mid-air could no longer see any of
George’s figures.

“Haha, haha, hahahaha!” Seeing this, Ao Shane laughed immediately.

In the ten thousand waters, unless George becomes a fish, how can he survive? !

But even if it can become a fish, so what? The current is so fast, the impact is strong,
and the fish will not live long. Just die sooner or later.

The people on the ground did not dare to show up at this time, although some people
turned to George and angered at each other. It is still inevitable to see that a generation
of heroes ended up drowning.



“Madam, some people are lucky. But they are not even qualified to be alive, so what’s
the point?” Some of Gu You’s actions, how did Ye Gucheng, who was inherently
arrogant and sensitive by nature, know that he laughed out loud at this time. Tao.

The others also sneered or ridiculed each, but Lu Ruoxin had complicated eyes.

She naturally didn’t want George to die, but when she told those secrets, George’s
reaction made her feel very angry, for Amelia. He turned his face directly with himself,
and even Lu Ruoxin knew clearly that if it weren’t for Grandpa’s help. At that time,
George would definitely kill himself.

For that b!tch, he dared to kill himself, which made Lu Ruoxin’s proud heart full of
dissatisfaction and anger. With her personality, she even hoped to punish George with
death.

But when George was like this, she was very reluctant to give up.

She felt a little uncomfortable in her heart. Although she didn’t know why she was
uncomfortable, she felt that she was afraid of missing a talent.

One. The talent that can lay the ground for her, yes, it must be herself.

His kind of man who loves a b!tch woman so much is not worth mentioning. How can he
be dissatisfied with him because of his heart.

Lu Wushen sighed. That’s it for today’s affairs, and get up. Luckily, he drew back and
planned to withdraw.

In the flood, after George struggled, now he didn’t even breathe. If he hadn’t been
holding the Pangu axe in his hand, he would have been washed away by the turbulent
water.

In the current of the water, George’s face was pale, holding the Pangu axe in his hand,
his body moved slightly up and down as the water flowed…

“Boom!”

Suddenly, at this moment, George, who was already breathless, suddenly opened his
mouth. A small hydrosphere bubble was spit out from the mouth, but before it rose to the
surface, it was washed away by the current.

“Guru!” The

next second. George’s mouth came out of a larger hydrosphere bubble, and this time,
the strong and huge hydrosphere bubble persisted above the water surface. This turned
into a bubble…



Then, a golden light suddenly jumped out of the ring in George’s hand, and turned
slightly around George’s body.

A golden circle immediately wrapped George.

And the golden light stopped in front of George at this time, still emitting a weak gleam
lightly shining on George.

If George was sober at this time, he would definitely be able to see that the golden light
floating on his forehead was actually a stone.

A stone with aqua and green patterns on both sides.

That’s right, this stone is the thief who stole the jade from the flower and Shenyanzhu
hidden in the ring of George Space…

Chapter 2313
This once made George puzzled, Hua Zhongyu and Shen Yanzhu somehow
disappeared in the space ring as the culprits, this once made Amelia mock George if
they took them The crime of raising a little lover is extremely heinous.

At this time, George appeared on the verge of death.

Moreover, with the faint golden white light of its body.

Among the soft golden-white rays of light, there are also two very strange rays of light.
The aqua light spread through George’s body, seeming to strengthen the aperture
beside George, and the green light from George’s forehead continuously penetrated into
George’s body…

with the green rays of light. Entering the body, George’s body was undergoing a slight
strange change.

The opening in the right hand that was cut by the jade sword slowly condensed blood,
and quickly became scarred, the scar fell off, and then became completely new. And the
wounds he took on his chest and the wounds hit by the rain that Aoshi clothed him are
all being cleared and repaired.

The aqua light keeps increasing the outer aperture. So how fierce the surrounding water
is, but the aperture and George in the aperture are still motionless.

The green light is made by the five-element stone absorbing the jade in the flower,
which is excellent for natural healing, while the water color is the five-element stone
absorbing the Shenyan pearl, which is the treasure of the Baguio Palace, as Ningyue
once said.



The water energy of God’s eyeballs can roar in the Tianhe River, flooding all things, or
turning water into a sword, going through thousands of miles, but it is the most precious
thing. At this time, it can be compared with the water god’s halberd, but at least Not
afraid to survive in the water.

At the same time, the golden light of the Five Elements Divine Stone also turned into a
slightly earthy color after coming into contact with George.

It was the soil travel among the five elements to help George get rid of the water poured
into his body.

Gradually. George opened his eyes. When he saw the water world around him, he
couldn’t help being stunned. When he recovered and found that he was within the
aperture and breathing normally, he immediately set his eyes on the five elements.
Above the god stone.

“You saved me again?” George gratefully looked at the Five Elements God Stone.

On the summit of Qishan, Grandpa Lihuo burned thousands of miles, and this guy
suddenly appeared, helping him digest and resist a lot, otherwise, at that time, he would
have become a roast pig.

Today, when the water is deep, it also appears suddenly to avoid becoming a floating
corpse.

But on closer inspection, George frowned, and Zhong Wuyan was in trouble. Nothing
happened Xia Yingchun, George really didn’t pay attention to this sacred stone in
normal times, but this time. When no one was around, and very close, George realized
that the Five Elements Divine Stone was different from before.

On top of it. There are two more colors, one water color, one green color…

and these two colors are not pure water and green. They have their own different
characteristics, and this characteristic color, George Seen somewhere.

Thinking about it, George suddenly slapped his head and leaned for a long time. These
two colors are not the colors of Shenyan beads and Huazhongyu?

Every time I put these things in the storage ring, and the Five Elements Divine Stone
has always been in it. Could it be said that the Five Elements God Stone has quietly
swallowed these two things in this process?

Although this is extremely strange, but if this is true, then the mystery of the
disappearance of Shenyanzhu and Huazhongyu. It is really easy to solve.

Day and night defenses are hard to guard against house thieves.



Judging from the more colors of the Five Elements God Stone, George can almost
confirm it. This is what the thief did.

“You guy is obviously just a stone, why is it okay to swallow my face beads and Hua
Zhongyu?” George was puzzled, very depressed.

“However, I saved me twice, and I will settle this account with you later.” George was a
little bit ridiculous, saving himself from the fire once. Once I saved myself from the water,
I really responded to that sentence and saved myself from the deep waters. It’s really in
dire straits.

Looking around the vast water like the sea, George frowned: “You saved me, so how
can I break the game?!”

This scene reminded George of the monstrous fire of Grandpa Lihuo, as well as the
five-element trial before he got the five-element sacred stone.

“The principle of the five elements is mutual growth and mutual restraint. If you can
produce water, then the soil can restrain it.”

Thinking of this, George stretched out his hand, and the Five Elements Divine Stone
flew back into his hand.

“Ao Shane shocked the sky, but invisibly helped Han three thousand.” In the Eight
Desolation Book. Seeing that George finally picked up the Five Elements Divine Stone,
the sweeping old man smiled lightly.

“I really thought that I had spent so much effort to give him a five-element sacred stone.
This silly boy directly ignored it.” Bahuang Tianshu smiled.

“Sometimes the silly boy is stupid, but once he gets his hands, he can be considered
clever.” The sweeping old man seemed to smile.

“It’s coming soon. Everything is going in the direction we set. Next, Lu Wushen and Ao
Shane may have a hard time to eat.” The Bahuang Tianshu laughed and said: “Just see
if they can force it out. What kind of gods and demons come out.”

Chapter 2314
“Five Elements God Stone, help me!” In the

water, George gave a soft drink, and Jin Neng slammed into the Five Elements God
Stone with a trace of demonic energy in his hand.

boom! ! !



In the outside world, the floating sea of   thousands of miles was rippling and calm
when everyone was silent. Suddenly, the ground swayed slightly, which was very
strange one by one. When I don’t know what happened, I heard the sound of the water
suddenly in the huge waves…

Bobobo~~!

Like water flowing like a bend, and like water flowing into a hole…

“This is…?” Someone frowned strangely.

Everyone is also puzzled, each muttering and looking at the mid-air sea, what is going
on with this strange sound? !

Could there be big fish and beasts in the sea? But how is that possible! How can there
be any giant fish in the water drawn by the water god halberd? !

boom!

suddenly. A huge wave suddenly rises in the sea, and a huge monster burst out of the
wave!

“What’s that?” In the

huge waves of the sea, after the waves broke, a large mountain and huge soil suddenly
appeared. The mountain was completely soiled, but it was huge. On the top of the
mountain, Georgeqihe stood still, and the five elements of the god stone on his chest
were shining brightly, so that the entire earthy mountain body turned slightly.

“George!”

“He hasn’t died yet? How could this be possible?!”

“The power of the water god can’t kill this kid, what on earth did this kid do?”

“Steel is still made of iron!!” He is obviously the son of the earth.”

“Is it possible that this earth has a hole in the sky? The people born are so strong?
Damn , should I go to the earth to practice?”

Above the ground, many people saw George appear, but they were not shocked.

Even Lu Wushen and Ao Shane, when they saw George appear again, they couldn’t
help but frown and were shocked!

“Soldiers will stop. The water will cover the earth! The Five Elements God Stone, break
it for me!”



Boom! !

The foot of the whole mountain suddenly cracked, and countless soil fell along with it,
and it was like a landslide caused

by the flood. For a time, the soil of the mountain continued to be dumped into the
water… The original mighty and clean water was due to the dumping of the soil. But the
turbidity is not surveyed, and the turbid water continues to spread around with the
current…

Buzz!

The entire turbid water surface suddenly became slightly earthy in the warehouse, and
in the next second, something shocking happened.

All the turbid water surface solidified suddenly, like thin mud, the turbulent water was not
there, only a piece of mud squirming…

“What?!”

Ao Shane’s eyes widened, and he was obviously stunned by George’s operation.

“Damn, what the hell? George resisted Ao Shane’s water god’s might!”

“What the hell is the shining thing on his chest, damn it. Can water still resist it like this?”

Everyone was shocked. Faint, could not help being surprised.

Wang Wanzhi and Ye Gucheng couldn’t help but stagger slightly, their eyes wrinkled.
He narrowed his eyes, and couldn’t help asking each other: “This damn evil barrier, he
can do it?”

Ye Gucheng looked dumbfounded and brought a little anger towards George. I’m so
stupid by this question, you fcuking ask me, who the hell shall I ask? !

I also want to ask God, how the hell is he doing this! ?

A strange color flashed in Lu Wushen’s eyes, and then he smiled back: “Interesting!”

Hearing these surprised people, Ao Shane felt faceless, the water god halberd in his
hand moved, the energy was poured, and there was a bang. The water potential
suddenly increased!

The mud, which had almost stagnated just now, slowly started to move again after new
water was poured in.

“Come on.” Seeing so. Ao Shane shouted coldly.



“Come and come, I’m afraid you won’t make it?” George also roared angrily, with full
strength in his hands, urging to the Five Elements God Stone, and then, the faint
earth-colored light began to flourish slightly!

Water washes the soil. Cover the water! !

Under the stalemate between the two of them, the entire huge sea of   thousands of
miles suddenly washed away from the mud, and sometimes covered the water. For a
time it was evenly matched.

“Now, it looks like they are simply competing with

Ao Shane .” “Although George’s ability is definitely not as good as Ao Shane, but among
the five elements, Turk-shui, relying on this advantage. George can also be considered
to be able to compete with Ao Shane temporarily Fight together.”

“How huge is the source of the true god, and how much energy can George have? Over
time, the real energy consumption is about the same. It is also when he is defeated.”

Everyone understands the current situation. Ao Shane suppressed George, but the soil
used by George suppressed the water used by Ao Shane, and the two sides barely had
advantages and disadvantages for each other, but Ao Shane was a true god, and its
huge source of energy could not be compared to George. of? George took advantage of
the time and place and dragged the battle into the war of attrition, but apparently he had
no capital to consume.

This, even Lu Wushen must admit.

It’s just that people who have such ideas, do they understand George?

With the two fighting. Time is constantly consuming little by little.

Ao Shane also began to chuckle from the initial disdain, and his eyes became
suspicious.

“Smelly boy, don’t force it if you can’t hold it.” Ao Shane snorted coldly. Taunting
Georgedao.

George responded with a smile: “Why, old man, if you can’t hold it, just play heart attack
with me?”

Ao Shane was taken aback for a moment. Unexpectedly, George could see his plan
directly. Although he would not be unable to hold it up, the long-term energy
consumption made him feel distressed. Therefore, he would play with George. After all,
Young people have little patience and tend to be impetuous. This is the best opportunity
for him to win in one fell swoop.



But wherever he could think of it, George was not only not fooled, but he saw through
his trickery at a glance.

“I won’t be able to hold it? Have you never heard that Jiang is still hot? Ignorant child!”
Ao Shane said with disdain.

“Hehe, old guy, you have lived for so long, and you don’t know what fist is afraid of being
strong?”

“You!” Ao Shane was immediately angry. As a true god, when did anyone dare to talk to
him like this? !

But at the moment he was just angry, George had suddenly increased his strength, and
Ao Shane couldn’t respond, and immediately suffered a dark loss, and had to use the
great power of the true god to forcibly stabilize the situation.

Originally wanted to steal the chicken George’s plan, but the old horse lost his forehead,
and was suddenly sent to the army by George.

Lu Wushen saw this scene there, but he couldn’t help laughing. Such a child was really
clever and sharp.

But Lu Wushen also suddenly found a different place. Previously, George demonized
and ran away like a wild beast, but now he and Ao Shane are arguing and playing with
each other.

This is not right!

This is totally wrong!

“This kid… can also come out of the demonization?” Noting this, Lu Wushen frowned,
“But, he does still have the spirit of the evil spirit… he…”
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